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Academic Financial Research was luckier than science. That says just an American finance professor.

Campbell Harvey (image) is Professor of Finance at the American Duke University in Durham, in North Carolina. The statistician is a specialist in portfolio and risk management. But he is not only a professor but also investment adviser to the British Man Group.

The academic financial research judged Harvey critically: "In my opinion, more than half of all research articles on financial market issues are faulty," he told the "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung".

This means, in his view: More than half of the financial products that should bring on the basis of such studies a positive return, were based on false premises.

What Harvey calls

"Quite fundamentally true: If you lot tried anything works purely coincidental. Thus a result is significant, sufficiently high hurdles should be built, "continues the professor. But that was in the financial research rather less often the case.

The problem is not limited to the financial research according to Harvey. "There is no reason to assume that there is a difference between the natural and the financial research," says the American. In his view, the way it should be changed, is operated in the research.

Luck takes research?

What does this mean for investors? Harvey has ready two tips. First, professional investors should invest in quality and choose Portfólio Manager, create the bigger hurdles in their choice of investment strategy.

Secondly, private investors should establish a diversified, globally positioned Depot and be satisfied with what the market will bear.

"The research on investment funds in America has yet to provide any evidence that it is possible to systematically outperform the market. If they succeeded, it was my research to usually just lucky," says Harvey interesting conclusion.
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Now on the subject: Greece
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